
Excel Next steps – Week 4



Excel Next Steps

• Review of the basics

ØFormatting

ØFormulas

ØAutofill

ØSorting and filtering

• Conditional formatting

• Using multiple worksheets 
and workbooks

• Pivot tables

• V-lookup

What we will cover:



Absolute Reference
•When you copy formulas across or 

down using autofill, the cell references 
in the formula will change accordingly.

• An absolute cell reference is used 
when you want a cell reference to stay 
fixed on a specific cell. Use a $ sign in 
front of each letter and number e.g. 
$A$1.



Example: Calculating the GST for 
individual items using an Absolute 
Reference.



Create a formula to add up the total 
cost of each persons order.

You can do this by clicking each cell or typing them in.  
Notice each cell address in the formula represents the 
highlighted cell – helpful to check you have the correct 
cell.



In this example, =(C9*$C$8)+(D9*$D$8)……

$C to lock Column C
$8 to lock Row 8



Add the dollar signs to each cell 
reference in Row 8.

You can also do this by pressing F4 
while clicking on the cell.



Add 2 new columns – Paid (y/n) and cash/internet

We are now going to set conditional formatting to 
make them change colour when certain conditions 
are met



Conditional formatting



Conditional formatting allows you 
to apply formatting to cells based 
on certain conditions being met.



There are prefilled formatting, or you 
can create new rules of your own.  The 
most obvious example is to highlight a 
cell if a condition is met. 
E.g. paid turns green, unpaid turns 
red, or overdue bills turn red.



We do this by making ‘rules’ that 
tell Excel what to do.

There are prefilled 
formatting, or you 

can create new rules 
of your own



Highlight cells L9:L23

Select Conditional Formatting on 
the Home tab

Select Highlight Cells Rules

Select Text that contains

Write in the conditions for the rule 
to operate







Now repeat this with 
green for y
(Y for yes)



Put some conditional 
formatting to highlight 

when the customer has 
paid via internet – this 

can help you keep track 
of which orders to check 

up on.



Add the additional text to the boxes 
below, and format them with lines 

and colour



Together we will add the formulas to 
find these values.



Now we will add formulas to find the 
values for these boxes.

We will explore Sum, SumIf, Count 
and CountIf formulas



Count formulas count how many 
items in a cell



COUNT function
• COUNT – counts the number of cells that 

contain numbers

=COUNT(range)

Counts any data in a cell that are numbers, dates 
or text representations of numbers e.g. “1”

Does not count text, error values or empty cells



COUNTA function
• COUNTA – counts the number of cells 

that are not empty

=COUNTA(range)

Counts any data in a cell including 
numbers, text, error values.

Does not count empty cells



COUNTIF function
• COUNTIF – counts the number of cells that contains a 

certain criteria 

=COUNTIF(where do you want to look, what do you want to 
look for)

Counts any data in a cell that matches what you are looking 
for.

e.g. =COUNTIF(A2:A5,”London”)

=COUNTIF(A2:A5,”>55”)





COUNTIFS function
COUNTIFS – counts the number of cells 
across multiple ranges and counts the 
number of times the criteria are met.

=COUNTIFS(where do you want to look 1, 
what do you want to look for 1,[where to 
look 2, what to look for 2])







Try out the different count formulas 
on our example:



Sum formulas add contents of 
a cell based on requirements 

being met



SUM

•Adds up the values in a range

=SUM(range)





SUMIF
Adds the values in a range if certain 
conditions are met

=SUMIF(range, criteria)

e.g.=SUMIF(A2:A25,”>16”) would 
sum up all the entries greater than 
16.





Lets try Sum functions on our 
example:



Add new worksheets
• Add new worksheets, and recreate the 

table for 3 more children

• Copy and Paste special to keep column 
width

• Delete out data so it is a blank 
worksheet ready to fill in

• Rename each worksheet with the child’s 
name





Create a new worksheet called Group Pie Orders



Fill in data from the other worksheets

=‘Name of worksheet’!Cell Reference

e.g.=‘Individual pie order – Jack’!C25

= to tell it is a formula

‘Individual pie order – Jack’! To tell it to look for a worksheet called 
Individual pie order – Jack

C25 look for contents of C25



Continue adding formulas to bring cell contents from other 
worksheets, until you have all the information needed

Calculate the totals – no of pies, cash, etc.





Understand error values
• ##### The column is not wide enough to display the 

content. Increase column width, shrink contents to fit the 
column, or apply a different number format. 

• #REF! A cell reference is not valid. Cells may have been 
deleted or pasted over. 

• #NAME? You may have misspelled a function name. 

Cells with errors such as #NAME? may display a color triangle. If 
you click the cell, an error button        appears to give you some 
error correction options 


